In this paper we present a new approach for interactive view-dependent rendering of large polygonal data sets which relies on advanced features of modern graphics hardware. Our preprocessing algorithm starts by generating a simplified representation of the input mesh. It then builds a multiresolution hierarchy for the simplified model. For each face in the hierarchy, it generates and assigns a displacement map that resembles the original surface represented by that face. At runtime, the multiresolution hierarchy is used to select a coarse view-dependent level-of-detail representation, which is sent to the graphics hardware. The GPU then refines the coarse representation by replacing each face with a planar tile, which is elevated according to the assigned displacement map. Our results show that our implementation achieves quality images at high frame rates.
consist of millions of polygons and often exceed the rendering capabilities of advanced graphics hardware, which necessitates reducing their complexity to match the hardware's rendering capability, while maintaining visual appearance. Numerous algorithms have been developed to reduce the complexity of graphics models. These include level-of-detail rendering with multiresolution hierarchies, occlusion culling, and image-based rendering.
View-dependent rendering approaches modify the mesh structure at each frame to adapt to the appropriate level of detail. Traditional view-dependent rendering algorithms rely on the CPU to extract a level-of-detail representation. However, within the duration of a single frame, the CPU often fails to extract the frame's geometry. In addition, communication between the CPU and the graphics hardware often forms a severe transportation bottleneck. These limitations usually result in unacceptably low frame rates.
Cluster-based multiresolution algorithms overcome the CPU limitations by subdividing the data set into disjoint regions called clusters or patches, which are simplified independently. These algorithms manage to reduce the time required to extract an adaptive level of detail. However, the partition into patches often does not take into account fine object space error.
In this paper, we present a novel cluster-based multiresolution approach and an efficient view-dependent rendering algorithm. In an off-line stage, our algorithm simplifies the input model to reach a simple representation-the controlmesh. It then constructs a multiresolution hierarchy for the control-mesh. For each triangle in the hierarchy, it stores a compact representation of an original model's patch.
The currently available graphics hardware supports several functionalities, such as a programmable pipeline and vertex texturing. The availability of these features drives the development of new algorithms and techniques to utilize 1 The wireframe and shaded representation of a coarse front of the Armadillo model and the refined representation these capabilities. Our algorithm utilizes graphics hardware to efficiently represent patches as displacement maps, which are generated by sampling the surface of the original model. At runtime, the CPU extracts a coarse view-dependent levelof-detail representation from the multiresolution hierarchy and transmits it to the graphics hardware. The GPU refines each triangle by replacing it with a triangular parametric patch and then elevates the vertices using the assigned displacement map.
Our approach utilizes several advanced techniques in the field of level-of-detail rendering and GPU programming, in order to provide quality GPU-based view-dependent rendering. It utilizes an error-guided subdivision to partition the input model into disjoint patches that are compactly encoded using displacement maps. Processing the control-mesh on the CPU and applying mesh refinement on the GPU dynamically balances the rendering load between the CPU and the GPU.
Our approach also manages to seamlessly stitch adjacent patches into a manifold mesh without adding extra dependencies or sliver triangles. Caching geometry as templates of indexed triangle strips and efficiently utilizing the parallel nature of the GPU and its programmable processors, enable our algorithm to leverage the graphics hardware to its fullest.
While our approach is similar to that of Lee et al. [1] , their work did not support modern GPU compatibility, as it was unavailable at the time. We provide an efficient algorithm to construct the control-mesh and prove its correctness. In addition, we integrate an adaptive LOD representation for efficient real-time rendering.
This paper presents a summary of the research in [2] in an archival form and augments it with a correctness proof for the control-mesh generation and additional improvements on model representation.
Related work
View-dependent rendering schemes usually rely on multiresolution hierarchies that encode various levels of detail of the original model. Earlier approaches [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] assume that the multiresolution hierarchy fits entirely into local memory and the extraction of adaptive levels of detail is performed within the CPU.
Several approaches accelerated view-dependent rendering by reducing dependencies limitation, which is used to validate the split and merge operations [9] , or integrating occlusion culling within the view-dependent rendering frameworks [10, 11] . To handle large data sets that do not fit in local memory, external memory view-dependent rendering algorithms were developed [12, 13] . In addition, a simplification method that represents geometric details using bump maps was developed by Cohen et al. [14] such that it used displacement mapping for NURB surfaces. Finally, Lee et al. [1] have presented a simple, automatic scheme for converting detailed geometric models into a representation that defines both the domain surface and the displacement function using a unified subdivision framework demonstrating that displaced subdivision surfaces offer a number of benefits.
As the rendering capability of graphics hardware improves and the size of data sets increases, the extraction of appropriate levels of detail within the duration of a single frame becomes impractical for the CPU. To overcome this limitation, cluster-based approaches have been introduced [15] [16] [17] .
The advances in graphics hardware have led to the development of algorithms that inherently utilize the introduced hardware capabilities. Several approaches used the fragment processor to perform mesh subdivisions [18, 19] . The vertex processor was used to interpolate different resolution meshes in a view-dependent manner [20] , deform displacement maps [21] , and map relief textures onto polygonal models [22] . Displacement maps and the fragment processor were also used to accelerate image-based rendering [23, 24] .
Most GPU-based level-of-detail algorithms were designed for height fields and terrain data sets [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Little work has been done to deal with general 3D models. The programmable GPU and displacement maps were used to approximate general meshes [32, 33] and for adaptive real-time rendering [34] [35] [36] . Livny et al. [2] developed a GPU-based adaptive real-time rendering, which is the short conference version of this paper.
Background
We will now briefly overview a parametric side-vertex scheme, which is used to fit a piecewise smooth surface to a Fig. 2 The side-vertex scheme triangulated set of points. We use this method to construct a smooth parametric patch for a given triangle.
The side-vertex scheme, initially developed by Nielson [37] and later improved by Mann [38] and Mao et al. [39] , aims to interpolate the three vertices of a triangle using their positions and normals. The scheme is applied in three main steps:
-Three boundary curves are constructed, each corresponding to an edge of the input triangle, using the positions and normals of the two vertices. -Three patches are created, one for each boundary curve and its opposite side. The interior of each patch is defined by the curves passing from each point along the boundary curve to the opposite vertex as shown in Fig. 2 . -The final patch is created by blending the three side patches.
Our approach
In this section we present our framework for interactive rendering of large polygonal data sets that utilizes modern GPU capabilities, such as programmability, vertex texturing, and geometry caching. In a preprocessing stage, our algorithm simplifies the input mesh to generate a control-mesh, μ, and then builds a multiresolution hierarchy for μ. For each triangle t in the multiresolution, the algorithm constructs and assigns a displacement map that resembles the original surface's patch, corresponding to t. At runtime, the hierarchy is used to select an appropriate view-dependent level-ofdetail representation (of the control-mesh)-the front mesh. At each frame, the front is sent to the graphics hardware for rendering. The GPU then refines the front triangles by replacing each triangle t with a cached triangular-planar mesh, which we call the generic tile. The generic tile is mapped onto a triangular parametric patch determined by the vertices and normals of t. Finally, the vertices of the triangular mesh are elevated according to the assigned displacement map (see Fig. 3 ).
Terminology
In this section we present an overview of our terminology to simplify the discussion and the presentation of the algorithm. Let us define the normal n i at an internal point q i in the triangle t as the interpolation of the three normals at its vertices according to their distances from q i . We shall refer to the normal n i as the interpolated normal. Let M be a polygonal mesh, and M s be a simplified version of M. The vertex u i ∈ M s defines its corresponding point x i on M by shooting a ray from the vertex u i along the normal n i toward the mesh M. An edge u i , u j ∈ M s is projected onto a polyline x i , . . . , x k , . . . , x j on M, where x i and x j correspond to u i and u j , respectively, and internal points x k correspond to sample points, u k , along the edge u i , u j . The triangle t i ∈ M s with vertices {u i , u j , u k } determines a patch p i on M, which is defined by the three intersection points x i , x j , and x k . If the patches p 0 , . . . , p l do not overlap, and every point in M is covered by exactly one patch (except the boundary polylines), we say that M s corresponds to M, and the triangle t i ∈ M s corresponds to the patch p i ∈ M, which is defined by t i .
A patch p i is denoted an elevation of its corresponding triangle t i if and only if for any point q i ∈ t i , a ray shot along its normal intersects the patch p i at exactly one point (see Fig. 4 ). A polygonal mesh M is an elevation of another polygonal mesh M s if and only if M s corresponds to M and every patch p i ∈ M is an elevation of its corresponding triangle t i ∈ M s . A simplification algorithm preserves elevation if the input mesh is an elevation of every approximation generated by this algorithm.
We define the cone of normals C as a triplet (N, n, θ), where N is the set of normals, {n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n k }, n = Average(N ) is the average of the normals in N , and θ = ConeAngle(N ) is the angle of the cone, whose center is n and bounds the normals in N . We denote C i n , C i θ , C i N as the normal, the angle, and the set of normals of the cone C i , respectively. The union of two cones C a and C b is computed by unifying their normal sets and then computing the average normal and the cone angle for the resulting normal set; i.e., C = C a + C b , where
Model simplification
In typical view-dependent rendering algorithms, the CPU selects the appropriate level-of-detail representation. However, the CPU is often incapable of traversing and updating Our framework requires the use of a simplification algorithm that preserves elevation to generate a control-mesh. This requirement is essential to define a correspondence between the triangles of the control-mesh and the patches of the original mesh, where every patch is an elevation of its corresponding triangle (see Fig. 3 ).
In order to generate a control-mesh, the straightforward way would have been to simply use the half-edge collapse operator and the quadric error metric [40] . However, such a naive approach does not preserve elevation and may risk obtaining a control-mesh that cannot recover the original model. Therefore, our algorithm uses a slightly different approach. Given a mesh M i and an edge e = (a, b) ∈ M i , let M i+1 be the mesh resulting from the collapse of a onto b. A triangle on the control-mesh, M c , samples its corresponding patch, as described in Sect. 3.7. A violation of the elevation property, i.e., a sampling ray intersects the patch at more than one point, indicates the existence of regions that cannot be sampled (see Fig. 4 ). The projection (inverse sample rays) of a triangle t ∈ M onto the control triangle determines its sampling region, s t . If the triangle t faces the sampling region then the elevation property is violated, i.e., r s · n t < 0, where r s is an interpolated normal in s t and n t is the normal of t.
In our approach the control-mesh is generated incrementally, which prohibits relying on the normal of a triangle and its sampling regions to maintain the elevation property (they have different scopes). The collapse of edge e = (a, b) (the collapse of vertex a into b) is performed by contracting the edge e, removing the degenerate triangles, and unifying the cones of its vertices. An edge-collapse is valid if it satisfies the following:
1. The angle between any normal in the union of cones of a and b, and any normal of a degenerated face is less that π/2; i.e., n t · n j > 0 ∀t ∈ D and ∀n j ∈ C a N ∩ C b N , where n t is the normal of the triangle t and D is the set of the degenerated faces (see Fig. 5 ). 2. The angle of the resulting cone C does not exceed half sphere; i.e., C θ < π/2, where C = C a ∩ C b .
Executing only valid edge-collapses during the simplification process ensures that the input mesh is an elevation of the generated control-mesh (see Sect. 3.3). Practically, the edge-collapse operation gradually flatten the patch until it reaches one triangle-the control triangle.
For a given mesh M we initialize the normal of each vertex to the average of the normals of its adjacent triangles. Then, the simplification algorithm executes valid half-edge collapses, ordered by their quadric error value, one by one. The algorithm proceeds until it reaches the target polygon count, or until no valid collapses remain. The resulting mesh is used as the control-mesh for the construction of the multiresolution hierarchy. To generate a multiresolution hierarchy for the control-mesh, one can use any of the previously developed schemes (see Sect. 2).
Correctness proof
In this section we prove that if a control-mesh M c is generated from M by executing only valid half-edge collapses, then M is an elevation of M c . The proof of correctness is a carried out through the following claims. Proof Let us assume without loss of generality that the ray does not pass through a vertex or an edge. Since the ray starts from an internal point and travels out of the polyhedron, an intersection with a triangle t that satisfies n t · d r > 0 indicates that the ray is leaving the polyhedron (exit point), and an intersection that satisfies n t · d r ≤ 0 indicates that the ray is entering the polyhedron.
Since the mesh is a closed simple manifold, between two entering points there is an exit point, otherwise the mesh is either not manifold with consistent normals or is not closed. 
Claim 2 Let

Claim 3 Let t and P t be a control triangle t and its corresponding patch, respectively, and let n be any interpolated normal on t that intersects P t at p x on the triangle t x .
If n · n x > 0, where n x is the normal of the triangle t x , then P t preserves elevation with respect to t.
Proof Let us assume without loss of generality that the interpolated normal does not intersect any vertex or edge on the mesh P t . Let us extend the control triangle and the patch by an to avoid dealing with the edges of the triangle as a special case.
Let us construct a closed polyhedron H t m using the control triangle, t, its corresponding patch, P t , and the mesh that connects the edges of the triangle with the boundary of the corresponding patch. We also flip the normal of t to generate consistent normals on the surface of the polyhedron.
An interpolated normal n is a ray that starts from the surface of the control triangle. If we ignore the point on the triangle, we can view n as a ray that starts from within the polyhedron. Based on Claim 1, n intersects the surface at a single point, which means that P t preserves elevation with respect to t.
Theorem 1 Let M be a manifold mesh. If a control-mesh, M c , is generated from M by executing valid edge-collapses, then M is the elevation of M c .
Proof We prove the theorem by contradiction. Let us assume that M is not an elevation of M c , which means that there is an interpolated normal, n, in a control triangle t that intersects its corresponding patch M t twice-at p a and p b on the triangles t a and t b , whose normals are n a and n b , respectively.
One of these two points is an exit point or there is an exit point between them (based on Claim 1), along the interpolated normal. Let us assume without loss of generality that the control triangle is not the evolution of either t a or t b . Therefore, the two triangles became degenerate during the reconstruction of the control-mesh, so let us assume t a becomes degenerate before t b . Let e b refer to the edge adjacent to t b , whose collapse made the triangle t b degenerate. To complete the proof we distinguish between two cases:
1. The normal n a considered at the collapse e b , but this contradicts the validity of the edge-collapse, as n a · n b < 0. 2. The normal n a is not considered at the collapse e b , which implies the existence of an edge-collapse that merges the two normal cones-one includes n a and the other includes n b . The resulting cone exceeds half sphere, which contradicts the validity of the edge-collapse (the second requirement).
We have shown that our algorithm requires a controlmesh that is preserving elevation. We have described a method for acquiring such a control-mesh, M c , given an input mesh M. Lastly, we have proven the correctness of our method. Therefore, we now have a valid, elevation preserving control-mesh M c .
Generic tile structure
The generic tile is an equilateral triangle uniformly subdivided-it has the same number of vertices along each of its edges (see Fig. 6 ). We shall refer to the number of vertices along an edge of a generic tile as the degree of the tile. A generic tile of degree k has (k − 1) 2 triangles and
The generic tile is used in two different stages of our framework, the off-line preprocessing and the real-time rendering (see Sects. 3.6 and 3.8). These two stages involve a geometric transformation that maps the generic tile to match the scale and orientation of the processed triangle, as shown in Fig. 6 . We position the generic tile such that the three corner vertices of the generic tile are (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 1), and the coordinates of the remaining vertices are determined uniformly.
Our algorithm uses the side-vertex interpolation scheme to reduce the displacement values, which are stored using compact maps. Each triangle t in the control-mesh has three vertices and three normals. A parametric triangular smooth patch B t is computed for t to provide a parametric approximation of the input model, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Given an input control triangle t, the transformation T maps the vertices of the genetic tile onto t using (1), where w x , w y , and w z are the coordinates of the tile's vertex w; Fig. 6 The mapping of a generic tile onto a front triangle and the mapping of a tile vertex w to T (w) on the refined front triangle and v 0 , v 1 , and v 2 are the vertices of the control triangle t:
. The normals of the mapped vertices are calculated in a similar manner using (2). The barycentric coordinates of each vertex are used to calculate its corresponding value on the parametric patch, B t . This scheme maps the vertices on an edge v i , v j of a control triangle onto the curves defined by the positions of the vertices v i and v j and their normals. We have adopted the side-vertex scheme to represent the triangle patch. The curves are constructed using the curve
and n 0 and n 1 are the normals at v 0 and v 1 , respectively. The curve operator constructs a cubic Hermite curve, which interpolates the two end vertices and their derivatives. The derivatives are computed using (3) and (4), as in Neilson's original scheme [37] . However, we determine the scalar parameters a and b using the values sampled from the mesh patch along the edge connecting the two vertices. The values of a and b are determined by forcing the extreme points (maxima, minima, or points of inflection) of the curve to coincide with the sampled values.
We compute the three side-vertex parametric patches using (5) and (6), where b i−1 , b i , and b i+1 are the barycentric coordinates and n i is the interpolated normal at v i . Each patch, β i , corresponds to an edge and its opposite vertex, v i .
The three side-vertex patches are blended to yield the final parametric patch using (7) .
3.6 Displacement maps
In the preprocessing stage, a displacement map is assigned to each triangle of the multiresolution hierarchy to enable the recovery of the corresponding patch in real-time rendering. The generation of these displacement maps is performed using the generic tile. For a generic tile of degree k, we define a set of displacement maps, each containing k(k − 1)/2 values-as many as the number of vertices in the generic tile. The generic tile is mapped onto an input triangle t and an elevation value is assigned to each vertex v i of the mapped tile. The elevation value of v i is determined in four steps: For each displacement map we store the largest difference between the displacement map and the patch. We refer to this difference as the samplingerror (see (8)).
As a result of using an error-guided subdivision to obtain the patches, the values and the variance in D t , as well as the generated samples, are usually very small. Nevertheless, considerable reduction in memory usage is obtained by storing sampled values in compressed textures (see Sects. 4 and 5 for technical details and runtime performance).
The vertices along the boundary edges of B t are determined by the vertices of t and their corresponding normals (refer to (1)). As a result, a refined vertex along a shared boundary has exactly the same position and normal in all its included patches. Such a scheme provides a common polyline for each two adjacent patches (see Fig. 7 ).
It is important to note that the rays sample the patch according to its control-face-the sampling ray initiated from a point on the control face intersects the patch at one point (see Sect. 3.3). The use of the parametric patch aims to decrease the displacement values, which reduce the memory required to store the generated displacement maps. The parametric patch goes above and below the geometric patch, which inherently is handled by the displacement maps (signed values). In general, cubic parametric curves (and patches) can encounter inflection points, cusp, or loop, which are mathematically detected based on the parametric representation. These undesirable points cannot occur in our parametric patch because we determine the parameters a and b in (3) and (4) per patch, where they aim to reduce displacement values and avoid undesirable properties, such as the existence of inflection points, cusp, and loop.
Patch sampling
Generating a displacement map for an input triangle involves ray shooting and computing the intersection of the ray with the corresponding patch, P i . Practically, this is a sampling procedure and according to Shannon's theorem [41] , for faithful sampling of a function f , one is required to sample f with more than double the frequency of the highest-frequency component of f . However, in our approach the sampling resolution is dictated by the degree of the generic tile and the sampled mesh is piecewise linear.
To overcome the above sampling limitation, we consider the neighborhood of the intersection point between the ray and the corresponding patch. Our interpolation-based sampling algorithm interpolates the values within the neighborhood δ of v. To compute such an interpolation, one could bilinearly interpolate the values corresponding to the centroids of the triangles c(t) within δ weighted by w(t), which depends on the size of the triangle t and its Euclidean distance from v (see (9) ). However, it is not easy to distribute the triangle weight into the two factors: the weight of a triangle is proportional to its size, and inversely proportional to its distance from p. To resolve this quandary, we impose a rectangular grid over the sampled regions, whose boundary is defined by the intersection points corresponding to the eight vertices adjacent to v i (see Fig. 8(a) ). For each cell on the grid, we average the heights of the centers of its triangles and assign its weight according to its distance from the intersection point. Finally, to compute the elevation of v, we interpolate the heights according to the weights of the cells (see Fig. 8(b) ). The benefits of our interpolation method can be seen in Fig. 12 .
3.8 Real-time rendering
In real-time, the CPU relies on the multiresolution hierarchy to extract appropriate fronts, based on view-parameters and illumination. The front should be detailed enough to faithfully represent the visualized model with respect to the view-parameters, yet coarse enough to be extracted within the duration of a single frame. In each frame, the adaptation process, which runs on the CPU, traverses the front nodes. For each node n in the front, the CPU determines whether n needs to be refined, simplified, or remain in its current level. The updated front is then sent to the graphics hardware for rendering.
Within the graphics hardware, a single instance of the generic tile is cached in the video memory. In each frame, the received front is refined by mapping the generic tile onto the control triangles and displaced according to the corresponding parametric smooth triangular patch and the assigned displacement map. This procedure is performed in the following steps. As a result, each triangle is replaced with (k − 1) 2 triangles, where k is the degree of the generic tile (refer to Sect. 3.4). The total number of rendered triangles is (k − 1) 2 × n, where n is the number of triangles in the front. In order to maintain interactivity, the total number of rendered triangles should not exceed the rendering capabilities of the graphics hardware.
External video memory
The size of large polygonal data sets often exceeds the capacity of the main memory. Even though we assume that the control-mesh fits in the main memory, the displacement maps for large data sets may not fit in the video memory. Handling large data sets usually involves two uploading stages-uploading from an external media into the main memory and uploading from the main memory into the video memory. Uploading data from an external medium into the main memory has been widely studied (see Sect. 2), and is beyond the scope of this paper.
The limited size of the video memory in current hardware calls for the design of schemes that load data from the main Fig. 9 The EVMM memory into the video memory. Our External Video Memory Manager (EVMM) uses a single texture as a buffer, and manages data replacement.
The EVMM allocates a video buffer B, which is implemented as a texture that fits into the video memory. Each cached displacement map is stored as one row in B. In such an approach, it is possible to cache a large number of displacement maps within a single texture, which improves real-time performance by preventing memory paging when using different displacement maps. For every cached displacement map, the EVMM maintains an id, a priority, and an index. The id is the displacement map identifier, priority measures the probability of reusing the displacement map, and index is a reference to B where the data is cached (see Fig. 9 ). The EVMM caches displacement maps required for the next frame. In addition, it caches displacement maps assigned to several tree levels above and below the front, based on the available memory space. The priority of a displacement map is determined by its distance from the front along the levels of the hierarchy and its assigned error (refer to Sect. 3.6). When a replacement is required, the entry with the lowest priority is replaced by the newly loaded displacement map.
Implementation details
Our algorithm was implemented in C++ and Cg. We have adopted view-dependence trees (VDT) to maintain a multiresolution hierarchy with displacement maps and support view-dependent rendering. We shall denote the VDT with displacement maps DM-VDT. The quadric error metric [40] is used to order the execution of the half-edge collapses. In order to use the suggested algorithm, the system must support vertex texturing within the GPU (Shader model 3.0 and above).
A single generic tile, which is cached in the video memory as a Vertex Buffer Object (VBO), is stored in two arrays. One array encodes the vertices' coordinates and the other encodes its triangle-strip order, for efficient rendering.
Our algorithm, which generates the control-mesh, automatically builds correspondence between the control triangles of patches on the original mesh. The control triangle, the normals at its vertices, and the furthest points of the patch determine a prism, μ t , that bounds the patch B t corresponding to the control triangle t. During the construction of the control-mesh, we store the order of the half-edge collapse in a directed graph. The triangles of the patch B t are determined by traversing the vertices of the directed graph in the reverse order of their collapses, starting from the vertices of the triangle. The traversal is guided to explore vertices within the bounding prism corresponding to the triangle t.
Sampling the original model using the control-mesh and the generic tile could be expensive for large triangle meshes-O(n × m) time complexity to sample a single patch, where m is the number of triangles in the patch and n is the number of samples. We use the generic tile to subdivide the patches into cells, such that each cell includes a small number of triangles, bounded by a constant. This improvement leads to an average time complexity of O(n). Additional improvement is achieved by using the graphics hardware to quickly sample patches in parallel.
Since all displacement maps are of the same size, they can easily be stored in a two-dimensional array, in which each displacement map occupies a single row of elevation values. Such a scheme avoids storing triangular maps in a rectangular texture, which simplifies memory management. In order to reduce memory usage, each displacement map is encoded using standard JPEG compression and is stored in the main memory. At each frame t, the displacement maps, which are necessary to render t, are decoded and cached onto the video memory.
Using lossy JPEG compression for elevation values introduces cracks to the boundaries of adjacent displacement maps. We overcome this limitation by modifying the decoded displacement values before caching them. Two adjacent displacement maps may be decoded and cached on the same frame or in two different frames. If they are decoded on the same frame, we determine the values at the shared boundary by averaging the values of the two boundaries; when they are decoded in two different frames, we replace the shared value at the boundary of the newly decoded displacement map by the cached values from the older displacement map. This approach prevents updating cached displacement maps.
To maintain the original visual appearance, we enable the refinement process to recover the original surface using approximately the same number of triangles. It is important to note that the recovered surface is a sampling of the original one, which may result in small differences between them.
To achieve quality images, the screen-space error must be determined for the selected front. Given a screen-space error τ and a generic tile of degree k, one can use kτ as the screen-space error to determine the front. The refinement of the front leads to a final screen-space error τ . Unfortunately, in such a scheme, the actual screen-space error may exceed τ as a result of under-sampling. To overcome this limitation, we consider the sampling error during front extraction. The screen-space error of a triangle t depends on its distance from the viewpoint, its orientation, and its sampling error, .
In typical rendering applications, back-face and viewfrustum culling are used to accelerate the rendering process. The built-in culling mechanisms can only be applied to the triangles of the final mesh, which are created by the refinement process. We implemented the culling on the controlmesh level. The normals at the control triangles are used to guide the back-face culling. Such an approach significantly reduces the number of triangles processed by the GPU.
The suggested EVMM scheme simplifies the management of multiple displacement maps within a single video buffer. This scheme avoids texture switching when accessing different displacement maps. When the displacement maps of a model exceed the maximum size of a single texture (video buffer), an expensive texture update takes place at runtime and reduces the algorithm performance. For that reason, we used a texture array, which is supported as of Shader model 4.0, to store multiple textures.
Displacing the vertices on a triangle within the vertex processors in parallel prevents computing the normal as well as the illumination of each vertex in the vertex processor. This problem can be solved by fetching the normal with the elevation for each vertex. However, this solution increases the size of the displacement maps by a factor of four (storing elevations and normals instead of only elevations). Instead, we use the geometry shader to compute the illumination for the refined surface. For each triangle, t, processed by the geometry shader, the normal is computed and t is shaded and illuminated accordingly. This solution reduces the processing on the vertex processors and simplifies the algorithm code.
Results
We have evaluated our implementation using various data sets with different complexities and have obtained impres- sive results. In this section, we report samples of these tests and their results, which were obtained using a PC with 2.13-GHz Pentium Dual-Core, 2 GB of memory, and an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX graphics card with 768-MB video memory.
In our experiments, the control-mesh constitutes 1, 0.3, and 0.1% of the complexity of the input model for generic tiles of degrees k = 9, k = 17, and k = 33, respectively. While processing the test models, our simplification approach was successful at generating control-meshes that preserve elevation. Table 1 reports the off-line construction time of the viewdependence trees. The first two columns include the name and size of the tested models. The VDT and DM-VDT columns show the preprocessing time and memory requirements of the View-Dependence Tree [42] and the suggested DM-VDT, respectively. The total DM-VDT preprocessing time is less than that of the VDT, since the preprocessing of the DM-VDT begins with a control-mesh. The sampling procedure consumes most of the pre-processing time and performing it on the GPU drastically reduces the preprocessing time, as can be seen in Table 1 . For example, the preprocessing time for the Lucy model is reduced from 190 minutes to only 8 minutes. In addition, the space complexity of DM-VDT hierarchy is less than 1/7 of that of the VDT, which results from compactly representing the lower levels, using the corresponding displacement maps.
Performance
Real-time performance for data sets that fit entirely in video memory is summarized in Table 2 . The first two columns report the degree of the generic tile and the triangle number. The last two columns show the rendering throughput, measured in millions of triangles per second. These results were computed by averaging the rendering throughput of 1000 frames. The peak performance of the used graphics hardware is 280M /sec, rendering a cached VBO of indexed triangle strips. The peak performance drops to 267M /sec when fetching a single elevation per vertex. The transmission cost of a front is inversely proportional to the tile's degree. In practice, our algorithm is GPU-bound for tiles of degree k = 33. The difference between the peak performance of 267M /sec and the achieved performance of 264 /sec is the cost of updating the front using the CPU and transmitting it to the GPU. Therefore, for tiles of greater degrees (k ≥ 33), we also receive 264M /sec. However, such high degree tiles reduce the flexibility of the level-ofdetail selection and may exceed the maximal texture size. According to our results, the processing time of a single frame is distributed as follows: 4% for level-of-detail selection, 24% for front transmission, and 72% for GPU-based refinement. Displacement maps are generated from a relatively close surface, thus their displacement values are small and have slight variances. Therefore, the values of the displacement maps are encoded in 16-bit floating points without compromising model quality. To reduce the memory used to store a given model, we encode its displacement maps using the standard JPEG compression and decode them just before being cached into the video memory. Table 3 shows the memory usage to store the DM-VDT and the runtime performance using 32-bit and 16-bit displacement maps and the JPEG compression of the 16-bit displacement maps. Using 16-bit values with and without applying the JPEG compression reduces memory consumption by 90 and 50%, respec- tively. The 16-bit representation slightly improves the rendering time, as a result of faster texture updates. However, compressing the 16-bit values decreases the rendering performance as a result of runtime decompression. Note that lossy compression of the displacement maps compromises the quality of the recovered model-adjacent patches may not stitch nicely and cracks may appear along the boundaries. In Sect. 5.2 we will discuss the influence of the compression on the quality of final images. Our algorithm is designed to utilize the NVIDIA GeForce 8 series. However, vertex texturing is already supported from the GeForce 6 series. We have tested our implementation on a GeForce 7800 GTX graphics card with 256-MB video memory, and compared the results with those of the GeForce 8800 GTX. We have found that the triangle throughput of the GeForce 7800 GTX is only 20% of that of the GeForce 8800 GTX. This results directly from the differences in the architecture of the GPUs and the fact that our algorithm relies heavily on vertex texturing, and this performance depends on the number of vertex processors. The GeForce 7800 GTX (as well as previous graphics cards) uses different processors for vertex and fragment shaders. The GeForce 7800 GTX has only 8 vertex processors, which limits the performance of the vertex texturing. The GeForce 8800 GTX has a unified architecture, where the 128 processors can be used as vertex processors to accelerate vertex texturing. Since our algorithm utilizes the vertex processors optimally, despite the limitations of the GeForce 7800 GTX architecture, peak performance of the card is still achieved.
Image quality
The quality of the resulting images is measured using two metrics-sampling-quality and screen-space error. The sampling-quality for a triangle t is defined as the average distance d between its refined mesh and its corresponding patch. The screen-space error is the projection of d onto the screen. Table 4 shows the error and rendering performance for various data sets. These results are achieved by using the interpolation-based sampling technique. The samplingquality and screen-error columns show the maximum error (ME) and the mean square error (MSE). The last column reports the resulting frame rates (fps) for a screen-space error τ ≤ 2 pixels. As can be seen, our algorithm achieves high quality images at interactive rates. It also adapts nicely to the finer details of the input model. The VDT requires at least 93% of the triangles used by our algorithm (after triangle refinement) to reach the same image quality. The last two rows in Table 4 report the same performance (fps) for the Lucy and the David models, as a result of using the same screenspace error τ in the tests, thus rendering approximately the same number of triangles for these two models. Using a uniform subdivision scheme for triangles sometimes results in an overly large number of triangles. This occurs when the patch represented by a triangle is close to being planar. However, in order to prevent such cases, our algorithm uses runtime error control to adapt the selected level of detail to the required quality. The technique used for sampling the displacement maps implies an important factor in overall rendering performance and image quality. It is clear that different sampling techniques result in different sampling-quality, which means different displacement values. In Sect. 3.7 we show two different sampling techniques-the naive intersection technique, in which we simply take the intersection point between the ray shot from the sampled vertex and the original model, and our interpolation technique as described in Sect. 3.7. The resulting sampling-quality of these techniques is reported in Table 5 . For each technique we present the maximal error (ME) and the mean square error (MSE) in two columns. The number of triangles required to reach a given screen-space error is inversely proportional to the sampling quality. Compared to the intersection technique, the interpolation-based technique provides a 5% improvement in sampling quality, which improves the rendering time by 7%. Table 6 compares the introduced errors that resulted from using 16-bit and compressed displacement maps. It shows average, maximum, and variance of the difference between the sampled 32-bit values and the 16-bit representation and also between the 16-bit representation and the compressed displacement maps. Our experimental results show very small differences between the three representations. Figure 1 shows four images that illustrate the flow of our approach. The images in (a) and (b) of Fig. 1 show the selected coarse front, and the images in (c) and (d) of Fig. 1 show the same front after being refined by the GPU. Figure 10 illustrates the flow and performance of our approach using the Lucy model. Figure 11 shows the front, the sampling error, and the final image of the Asian Dragon model. Figure 12 compares the accuracy of the two sampling techniques-intersection-guided and interpolationbased (see Sect. 3.7)-using the David model. Clearly, the interpolation-based approach provides better results than the intersection-guided approach. The model in Fig. 12 was rendered at approximately 64 fps with a 2-pixel screen error. Figure 13 shows a close-up view of the David model to emphasize potential screen-space error, using a large tolerance value (τ = 15). Figure 14 presents the trade-off between the degree of the generic tile and the image quality, measured on the Lucy model. Table 7 reports the performance of our external video memory manager with respect to different tile degrees. The third column reports the number of displacement maps that fit into a 16-MB EVMM buffer (a single texture). The triangle binding column shows the number of displacement maps we managed to upload into the video memory within a second, without using the EVMM. It was not possible to achieve interactive rates for a front that includes more than 100 triangles. The EVMM column reports the number of displacement maps uploaded into the video memory within a second, using the EVMM. The EVMM improves the caching efficiency by a factor of 30. It also enables temporal coherence among consecutive frames-our results show that at least 94% of the displacement maps required for the next frame are already cached in the video buffer. By comparing the caching efficiency of different tile degrees, we conclude that the larger the generic tile, the better the utilization of the communication channel.
Comparison with other algorithms
Next, we compare our approach with some of the previously developed level-of-detail rendering approaches based on their published results. The HLOD [15] , the Tetrapuzzles [16] , and the Quick-VDR [17] present level-of-detail rendering algorithms that uniformly subdivide an input 3D model into disjoint patches, which are simplified, ordered in triangle-strip formats, and stored in a VBO. These algorithms explicitly store the geometry of the input model in a hierarchy and use several non-optimized triangle strips to represent each patch. In contrast, our approach represents patches as displacement maps, which saves approximately 85% in memory consumption. In addition, the generic tile is cached in an optimized triangle strip, which requires only a single transmission and rendering pass for each triangle. We compare our algorithm to these algorithms using models that fit entirely into the main memory. In such a scenario, these algorithms are GPU-bound and render approximately 280M /sec, using our PC. As a result of using an error-guided subdivision scheme, our algorithm is able to utilize CPU-based patch culling during runtime, thus virtually increasing the performance beyond the maximum rendering capability of the GPU. It increases the performance by 35%, and renders approximately 356M /sec. It also requires approximately 87% of the triangles used by the aforementioned approaches, to reach a 2-pixel error. In Fig. 15 we fixed the projection of the sampling-quality d to one pixel, as can be seen displacement patches requires less triangles than uniform subdivision sampling techniques for pixel error above one. However, it cannot achieve arbitrary small pixel error, as it samples the original model, while the uniform subdivision schemes are able to reach the original model at their finest resolution. Note that, visually, there are only minor differences between our approach and other works. These differences are almost invisible to the naked eye. Ji et al. [35] suggested a GPU-based view-dependent rendering that selects and renders a level-of-detail within the GPU. The complexity of their algorithm prevented efficient implementation using the GPU. Instead, they emulated a GPU using a CPU-based implementation. The simplicity of our approach allows for a straightforward implementation that efficiently utilizes the processing power of the GPU. Fig. 14 The screen-space error for Lucy, according to the number of triangles for different tile degrees k. To obtain the same number of triangles for a smaller tile-degree one must render a higher level of the hierarchy, which is closer to the original model. However, as the number of desired triangles grow, the difference in error between tile degrees becomes smaller, making it possible to render large quantities of triangles mainly by means of subdivision Fig. 15 Comparison between Displacement Patches and other algorithms: The Y-axis denotes the number of polygons that are required in order to achieve a minimal pixel error, which is denoted by the X-axis
Discussion
The generation of a control-mesh of an input model is performed using the quadratic error metric and preserving the elevation property. As a result, the different regions of the control-mesh have similar errors. In addition, large and small triangles of the control-mesh correspond to patches with low and high curvature, respectively. Furthermore, the curvature within patches is much smaller than the curvature along the boundaries. Considering the curvature as the angle between adjacent triangles, the definition of the quadratic error metric, and the order of edge-collapses, it is possible to assume that the ratio between the curvature c i , of a patch p i and its size s i , is proportional to the geometric error i , of its corresponding triangle t i . Since i is similar for all the patches, the ratio {c i /s i |∀i} is almost constant. For that reason, using the same sampling grid to approximate the patches of the input model leads to similar curvature error over the triangles of the sampled representation.
We would like to refine the control-mesh by sampling the input model such that the error over the different regions of the refined representation is similar and bounded. Let us assume that the geometric error is distributed uniformly over each patch. A uniform distribution of the geometric error could be achieved by using a generic tile with a degree d ≈ √ 2 m / t , where m is the geometric error of the tile with the greatest error and t is the required geometric error bound for the refined representation.
The generic tile is determined in an off-line preprocessing stage and may be independent of the real-time environment. Considering the diversity of the available graphics hardware, one may consider changing the degree of the generic tile of a given DM-VDT representation. One option is to regenerate the DM-VDT from the original model. However, the absence of the original model and the expensive preprocessing time may stipulate the need to resample the displacements at runtime. It is interesting to consider reducing the degree of the generic tile, which is performed by resampling the displacement maps at a lower rate. It is often necessary to take into account the neighborhood of the sample point in order to improve the sampling accuracy. Since fetching values from the texture memory is not cheap, it is possible to avoid fetching the neighborhood values in realtime by using the mipmap representation of the displacement maps. In such cases it is possible to let the hardware generate the mipmap for each displacement map in the video memory and fetch the value from the right level, based on the ratio between the degree of the original generic tile and the degree of the used one.
Conclusions and future work
We have presented a framework for a GPU-based viewdependent rendering of general 3D polygonal data sets. The control-mesh is an error-guided subdivision of the input model into disjoint patches. The geometry of these patches is encoded into displacement maps. Processing smaller multiresolution hierarchies within the CPU reduces its processing load and makes the CPU available for other general purpose computations. In addition, the transmission of a coarse level-of-detail along with displacement maps reduces the communication load between the CPU and the GPU. This is a result of utilizing the video memory for caching and transmitting only uncached primitives. In summary, our approach manages to seamlessly stitch adjacent patches without adding extra dependencies or sliver polygons.
We propose several possibilities for future enhancements to our algorithm and for further research. One might wish to eliminate the case of overly large triangulations of planar patches. It would be interesting to implement a GPU-based adaptive subdivision, instead of a uniform patch subdivision. Furthermore, for an additional boost in performance, the integration of existing occlusion culling techniques into our algorithm may be considered. In addition, using the latest DirectX 11 tessellation unit may allow us to migrate our entire algorithm to the GPU, thus enhancing its performance even further.
